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De novo assembly 
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Cashew is the second most important tree nut crop in the global market. Cashew is a diploid and 
heterozygous species closely related to the mango and pistachio. Its improvement by conventional 
breeding is slow due to the long juvenile phase. Despite the economic importance, very little 
genomics/transcriptomics information is available for cashew. In this study, the Oxford nanopore 
reads and Illumina reads were used for de novo assembly of the cashew genome. The hybrid assembly 
yielded a 356.6 Mb genome corresponding to 85% of the estimated genome size (419 Mb). The BUSCO 
analysis showed 91.8% of genome completeness. Transcriptome mapping showed 92.75% transcripts 
aligned with the assembled genome. Gene predictions resulted in the identification of 31,263 genes 
coding for a total of 35,000 gene isoforms. About 46% (165 Mb) of the cashew genome comprised 
of repetitive sequences. Phylogenetic analyses of the cashew with nine species showed that it was 
closely related to Mangifera indica. Analysis of cashew genome revealed 3104 putative R-genes. The 
first draft assembly of the genome, transcriptome and R gene information generated in this study 
would be the foundation for understanding the molecular basis of economic traits and genomics-
assisted breeding in cashew.

Cashew (Anacardium occidentale L.) is an important perennial nut crop. It belongs to the Anacardiaceae family. 
Currently, it is grown over six million hectares in more than thirty countries. Total raw cashew nut production in 
the world is more than 3.8 million metric tons with Cote d’Ivoire, India and Vietnam being the major  producers1. 
Cashew is believed to be originated in Brazil and its distribution to different parts of the world occurred mainly 
for soil conservation, afforestation, and wasteland improvement by Portuguese colonials during the sixteenth 
 century2.

Cashew is the second most important edible tree nut crop after almonds. Cashew nut kernels are rich in 
healthy fatty acids and  minerals3,4. The roasted and salted cashew kernels are consumed as desserts and raw 
kernels are used in confectionery. The oil extracted from the kernels is being recognized as a good source of 
vegetable oil and has great use in domestic cooking, cosmetics and  pharmaceutics5–7. The cashew apple is another 
edible component of the cashew tree that is processed to prepare products like jam and jellies and its juice is 
used for preparations of probiotics, ready to serve juices, and alcoholic  beverages8–10. Cashew nut shell liquid 
(CNSL), a byproduct of cashew nut processing industry, has great applications in the production of renewable 
chemicals, materials and  energy11.

Cashew is a diploid species with a chromosome number of forty-two (2n = 42)12. The absolute genome size of 
cashew determined by flow cytometry is about 0.857 pg/2C (419 Mb/1C) indicating a relatively smaller  genome13. 
However, intra-specific variations were observed for absolute nuclear DNA  content13. Several genetic diversity 
studies are reported in cashew germplasm from different regions of the world, mainly using dominant markers 
viz. RAPD, ISSR and AFLP  markers12,14–16. To date, only a limited number of codominant and sequence-tagged 
site SSRs markers have been developed in cashew using the microsatellite enriched genomic library  screening17. 
Recently, SNP markers were developed in cashew using next generation sequencing (NGS)  technologies18. A 
genetic linkage map was constructed in cashew using an  F1 population of CP 1001 (dwarf clone) × CP 96 (giant 
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clone) with 194 AFLP and 11 SSR  markers19. However, a comprehensive genetic map with linkage groups equal 
to the karyotype (n = 21) has not been achieved.

Cashew is susceptible to a number of diseases, such as anthracnose, black mould, angular leaf spot, gum-
mosis and powdery mildew which affect the yields and quality of the  produce20,21. In this regard, understanding 
disease resistance mechanisms and the genes involved in durable resistance is needed for developing resistant 
varieties. Introgression of effective R genes in crop cultivars is the most effective and environment friendly 
means of disease  management22. However, an understanding of resistance mechanisms and R genes is lacking in 
cashew. Disease resistance genes (R genes) play a key role in plant defense through the recognition of pathogen 
secreted avirulence (Avr)  proteins22. Cloning and characterization of several R genes in different crop plants has 
revealed that R genes share common domains such as nucleotide binding regions (NB), toll-interleukin regions 
(TIR), leucine rich regions (LRR), coiled coils (CC) and kinases (K). Analyses of whole genome sequences of 
crop plants provide an opportunity for the identification of candidate R genes and thus, provide insights into 
the R gene evolutions and disease resistance mechanisms, which permits devising novel strategies for breeding 
resistant crop  varieties23,24.

In crop plants, genome assembly and genomics research are providing new tools, such as molecular markers 
and informatics on fundamental mechanisms governing economic traits which are capable of enhancing the 
efficiency and precision of crop improvement to a great  extent25. In spite of its economic importance, there are 
limited genomics resources, so far, no reports of cashew genome assembly, which has hindered molecular biol-
ogy studies and molecular breeding applications in cashew. In this study, we report the assembly and annota-
tion of the cashew genome for the first time using the hybrid assembly strategy (long reads of Oxford nanopore 
sequencing and accurate reads from Illumina sequencing). The analysis of assembled genome revealed a set of 
putative R genes in the cashew genome and also the phylogenetic relationship with the related Anacardiaceae 
species and other plant species.

Material and methods
Plant material and nucleic acids (DNA and RNA) extractions. The cashew cultivar Bhaskara, a tall 
type commercial clone, was used in this study to generate the de novo genome assembly and shoot transcrip-
tome data. Bhaskara is a cashew cultivar developed by ICAR-DCR, Puttur, Karnataka, India (12.45°N latitude, 
75.15°E longitude, 90 m above m.s.l.). It is registered under the Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers’ Rights 
Act (PPV&FR Act) 2001 with registration number 207 of 2019 and is also a reference variety for Distinctness, 
Uniformity and Stability (DUS) testing in India. The collection and use of plant samples in the present study 
comply with international, national and/or institutional guidelines.

Leaf tissues and shoots were collected from new flushes and frozen in liquid nitrogen immediately and stored 
at − 80 °C until use. High quality genomic DNA was extracted from the finely ground leaf tissues using Qiagen 
Plant Mini kit (QIAGEN, CA, USA). The quality and quantity of the genomic DNA were estimated using Agarose 
Gel electrophoresis, Nanodrop Spectrophotometer and Qubit fluorometer. Total RNA was extracted from the 
frozen shoot tissues using Spectrum Plant Total RNA Kit (Sigma, USA). An aliquot of the RNA samples was run 
on an Agilent RNA Bioanalyzer chip and tape station to check for RNA integrity (Agilent. Technologies, Inc.).

Library preparation and sequencing. For de-novo hybrid assembly of the  cashew genome, genomic 
DNA libraries suitable for sequencing by Illumina Hi-seq 4000 and Nanopore GridION technology were pre-
pared. Whole genome sequencing (WGS) library was prepared with Illumina-compatible NEXTflex rapid DNA 
sequencing Bundle (BIOO Scientific, Inc. USA). About 400  ng of Qubit quantified DNA was sheared using 
Covaris S220 sonicator (Covaris, Inc. USA) to generate a specific fragment range for two Illumina sequencing 
libraries: (i) 125 to 807 bp (average 466 bp) insert size library and (ii) 264 to 1138 bp (average 700 bp) library. 
The fragment size distribution was verified on Agilent TapeStation and subsequently purified using HighPrep 
magnetic beads (MagBio Genomics, Inc, USA). The ends of the purified DNA fragments were repaired, ade-
nylated and ligated to multiplex barcode adaptors following the NEXTFlex Rapid DNA-Seq bundle kit protocol. 
Illumina Universal adapters used in the study were: 5′-AAT GAT ACG GCG ACC ACC GAG ATC TAC ACT CTT 
TCC CTA CAC GAC GCT CTT CCG ATCT-3′ and Index Adapter: 5′-GAT CGG AAG AGC ACA CGT CTG AAC 
TCC AGT CAC [INDEX (GCC AAT /CTT GTA )] ATC TCG TAT GCC GTC TTC TGC TTG -3′. INDEX–Unique 
sequence was to identify sample-specific sequencing data. Adapter-ligated DNA was purified using HighPrep 
beads. Resultant fragments were amplified for five cycles of PCR using Illumina-compatible primers provided 
in the NEXTflex Rapid DNA sequencing Bundle. The PCR enriched products (sequencing library) were puri-
fied with HighPrep beads and quantified by Qubit fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA) and its 
fragment size distribution was analyzed on Agilent 2200 Tapestation. The Illumina library was paired-end 
(2 × 150 bp) sequenced on Illumina Hi-seq 4000 following manufacturer guidelines. Oxford Nanopore sequenc-
ing library was prepared using a total of 1.3 µg of purified DNA end-repaired (NEBnext ultra II end repair kit, 
New England Biolabs, MA, USA) and purified using 1X AmPure beads (Beckmann Coulter, USA). Adapter 
ligation (AMX) was performed at RT (20 °C) for 20 min using NEBnext Quick Ligation Module (New England 
Biolabs, MA, USA). The adapter ligation reaction mixture was cleaned up using 0.6X AmPure beads (Beckmann 
Coulter, USA) and the Nanopore sequencing library was eluted in 15 µl of elution buffer supplied with the liga-
tion sequencing kit (SQK-LSK109) from Oxford Nanopore Technology (ONT). Sequencing was performed on 
GridION X5 (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, Oxford, UK) using SpotON flow cell R9.4 (FLO-MIN106) in a 
48 h sequencing protocol on MinKNOW 2.1 v18.05.5.

For transcriptome sequencing, one µg of total RNA was taken for rRNA depletion using the Ribo-Minus Plant 
rRNA Removal Kit (Plant) and about 20–30 ng of Qubit quantified ribodepleted RNA was used for cDNA syn-
thesis. Purified cDNA was processed further for library preparation as per Illumina-compatible NEBNext Ultra 
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Directional RNA Library Prep Kit (New England Biolabs, Inc.). Sequencing for 150 bp length paired-end (PE) 
reads was performed in an Illumina HiSeq 4000 (Illumina, USA) to produce 23 million raw sequencing reads.

De novo genome assembly and annotation. A hybrid assembly approach was employed, in which 
both Illumina and Oxford Nanopore technology generated reads were used for the genome assembly. The Illu-
mina data were demultiplexing using bcl2fastq and nanopore fast5 data were base-called using Albacore v 2.0.2. 
The quality of the Illumina data was analyzed using FastQC v.0.11.326 and the adapter sequences were removed 
using Trimgalore v0.4.027. Quality control of the raw reads was done using fastp v 0.20.028. A quality Phred score 
cutoff of 30 was used and only high quality reads were retained and used for further downstream analysis.

Genome size was estimated using the K-mer counter, Jellyfish v.2.2.729 and K-mers of size ranging from 51 to 
101 were used for the prediction. The results of Jellyfish were processed by  GenomeScope230. The raw reads of 
Illumina and Nanopore sequence data were used for generating hybrid assembly using MaSuRCA v3.3.4, a hybrid 
genome assembler and a tool that is compatible with Illumina and Nanopore reads, with default  parameters31. 
The genome assembly was analyzed for completeness using Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs 
(BUSCO) v.5.432. A highly conserved set of single copy orthologues that were a part of the eudicot_odb10 was 
used as the database.

For annotation and gene predictions in the assembled genome, a combination of ab initio prediction, homol-
ogy-based search and transcriptome data was used. The Maker2 pipeline was utilized for gene prediction. It is 
a wrapper packages that encompass ab initio gene predictors Snap, Augustus, and GeneMark-ES and utilizes 
transcriptome and protein evidence from related species to predict gene models in the  assembly33. Transcrip-
tome assemblies generated from cashew tissue (BioSample: SAMN21876806; SRA: SRR16095029) and pro-
tein sequences from the species in the Anacardiaceae family were downloaded from the NCBI database and 
used as evidence for the gene prediction. The predicted genes were annotated with NCBI Refseq and Swissprot 
database proteins using NCBI Blastx + (v2.11)34. The predicted transcripts were annotated into Gene Ontol-
ogy terms, eukaryotic orthologous groups (KOGs) andKEGG  pathways35–38. The shoot transcriptome reads 
(SAMN21876806; SRA: SRR16095029) generated by us were used to validate the draft genome assembly. The 
transcript reads were filtered using fastp and aligned against the draft genome using  Hisat239. Further, UCSC 
pairwise sequence aligner BLAT (DNA database vs RNA query) was used to map the transcripts from the assem-
bled transcriptome to the draft  genome40.

Repetitive sequence identification. RepeatModeler version 2.0.1 (http:// www. repea tmask er. org/ Re 
peatModeler/) was used to create a de novo consensus library of repeat families using the assembled genome. 
The repeat library generated by RepeatModeler was used as a custom library for RepeatMasker version 4.0.9_p2 
(default parameters) to predict the repeat sequences in the  genome41.

Non-coding RNA analysis. Non-coding RNA such as snoRNA, tRNA, rRNA and microRNA were iden-
tified using Infernal (v1.1.4)42. Infernal uses a homolog based search for RNA structures against the  Rfam43 
database.

Identification of disease resistance (R) genes. The prediction of potential disease resistance (R) genes 
in the de novo assembled cashew genome was performed using the Plant Resistance Genes database (PRGdb 
3.0; http:// prgdb. org) comprising of curated reference R genes with the Disease Resistance Analysis and Gene 
Orthology (DRAGO v.2)  pipeline44. DRAGO v.2 uses COILS 2.2 and TMHMM 2.0c at the backend to detect 
Coiled Coil regions and transmembrane domains, respectively, which are used to identify and classify the genes 
into different classes of R-genes.The R-genes of Mango, Pistachio and Arabidopsis were also obtained using Dis-
ease Resistance Analysis and Gene Orthology (DRAGO 2) pipeline.

Anchoring of microsatellite markers on the draft genome. Twenty one polymorphic microsatellite 
loci are reported by Croxford et al. (2006) in cashew. The primer sequences of these microsatellite markers were 
anchored on the draft genome using the PatMaN  aligner45. PatMaN is uniquely developed for mapping short 
nucleotide sequences onto large sequence databases. The number of mismatches allowed was 2 and no gaps were 
allowed. An alignment was considered to be genuine if both the forward and reverse primers mapped to the 
same location in the genome within a maximum range of 500 bp.

Phylogenetic analyses, Expansion and Contraction of gene families. OrthoFinder46 was used to 
identify orthologous groups in rice, Arachis sp, mango, pistachio, apple, Arabidopsis, Prunus sp, Populus sp and 
cashew draft genome. The phylogenetic relationship of A. occidentale between the four other species was deter-
mined by doing a multiple sequence alignment of the proteins with the MUSCLE  aligner47. Further, the diver-
gence of the species was estimated by the Reltime Maximum likelihood (Jones-Taylor-Thornton substitution 
model) method described by Tamura et al.48 using the MEGA X software. The single copy orthologous (ortho-
groups that contain one gene for each species) was used to generate a STAG 49 phylogeny tree and rooted using 
 STRIDE50. An analysis of gain and loss of gene families based on the orthology was undertaken using Compu-
tational Analysis of gene Family Evolution v5 (CAFE5)51. The orthologous groups which were determined to be 
expanding or contracting (p-value significance at 0.05) were taken forward and the KEGG pathways enriched in 
these groups were determined using the KOBAS web  server52.

http://www.repeatmasker.org/Re
http://prgdb.org
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Results and discussion
Genome sequencing and assembly. A total of 47 million of 264–1138 bp (average 700 bp) insert (repre-
senting 34 × genome coverage) and 95 million of 125–807 bp (average 466 bp) insert (representing 68.7 × genome 
coverage) Illumina reads were generated providing a total coverage of 102.7 × coverage (of expected 419 Mb). 
Subsequently, 3.6 million reads of Oxford Nanopore sequence providing a 19 × coverage was generated from 
whole genome libraries with an average read length of 2.21 kb, median read length of 1.35 kb and an N50 value 
of 3.68 kb and a maximum read length of 81.88 kb. A de novo assembly of cashew genome by hybrid assembly 
strategy using both short Illumina reads and long Oxford Nanopore reads generated a 356.6 Mb genome cor-
responding to 85% of the average genome size of 419 Mb (ranging from 360 to 440 Mb among different cashew 
accessions) estimated by flow  cytometry13. Further, k-mer analysis using the Illumina read sequences showed 
that the estimated genome size ranged from 330 to 345 Mb, which is similar to the size of the assembled draft 
genome. The total number of scaffolds generated in the hybrid assembly was 3268. The N50 value of the genome 
assembly was 420 kb and the maximum scaffold length was 1.81 Mb (Table 1). Further, the NG50 value of assem-
bled genome is 340 kb considering 419 Mb as the estimated genome size. The GC and AT content of the genome 
sequence reads was 33.64% and 65.91%, respectively. The assembled genome of the cashew tree is submitted to 
the NCBI database (BioProject ID: PRJNA766521). A relatively large number of scaffolds and lower N50 could 
be due to the fact that our genome assembly is mostly based on short read Illumina sequences data, with limited 
long reads data from Oxford Nanopore  sequencing53.

Assessing the BUSCO sets in the de novo assembled genomes allows the quantitative assessment of genome 
completeness based on the evolutionarily informed expectations of gene contents from the near-universal single-
copy  orthologs54. Evaluation of the de novo assembled cashew genome for completeness was performed with the 
BUSCO pipeline using the eudicot database (eudicot_odb10). BUSCO analysis identified 2135 complete BUSCOs 
(91.8%) out of 2326 BUSCO groups of the eudicot_odb10 database (Table 2). Among the complete BUSCOs, 
77.9% were single-copy orthologs, 12.7% were duplicated orthologs, and 0.9% were fragmented. The number of 
missing BUSCOs in the assembled cashew genome was 170 (7.2%).

Anchoring sequence tagged markers on the draft genome can be another level of validation for the draft 
genome. PatMaN is uniquely developed for mapping short nucleotide sequences onto large sequence databases. 
PatMan analysis showed that 18 of the 21 markers were mapped to the genome without any mismatches and 
one locus (mAoR11c) was mapped with a single mismatch on the reverse primer (Supplementary Table S1).

Gene annotation and Functional classification. A total of 31,263 genes coding for a total of 35,000 
gene isoforms (transcripts) were predicted (Table 3; Supplementary Table S1). The number of protein-coding 

Table 1.  Assembly statistics of the A. occidentale genome.

Hybrid assembly Statistics

Assembly size (bases) 356,594,228 (356 Mb)

Number of scaffolds 3268

N50 value 420,659

Longest scaffold (bases) 1,810,141

Shortest scaffold (bases) 1001

Average scaffolds length (bases) 109,117

Median scaffolds length (bases) 20,599.5

(A + T)s 65.91%

(G + C)s 33.64%

Ns 0.45%

Scaffolds longer than 1 Kb 3268

Scaffolds longer than 10 Kb 2275

Scaffolds longer than 1 Mb 42

BUSCO evaluation (% completeness) 91.8%

Table 2.  Summary of the BUSCO assessment for A. occidentale genome.

Eukaryota_odb10 Num %

Complete BUSCOs (C) 2135 91.8

a. Complete and single-copy BUSCOs (S) 1835 78.9

b. Complete and duplicated BUSCOs (D) 300 12.9

Fragmented BUSCOs (F) 21 0.9

Missing BUSCOs (M) 170 7.3

Total BUSCO groups searched 2326
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genes in the assembled cashew genome is similar to that found in Pistacia vera55 but slightly higher than that 
reported in mango, a member of the Anacardiaceae  family56. The average gene size was 3185 nucleotides (nt), 
with an average of 5.75 exons per gene. The average exon size was 258 nt and the average intron size was 371 
nt (Table 3). The GC content of exonic regions was 42.01%, which is higher than that in the intronic regions of 
genes (31.98%; Table 3).

The predicted gene sequences were annotated with Gene Ontology (GO) terms for functional classifica-
tion. The predicted genes in the cashew genome were assigned to 57,004 GO terms, as in many cases, one gene 
sequence was assigned to multiple GO terms (Supplementary Table S1). A total of 5673 unique GO terms were 
found and were classified into three main categories: cellular components, biological processes and molecular 
functions. In the predicted genes, 28,350, 23,450 and 19,600 genes were assigned to at least one GO term in the 
cellular components, biological pathways and molecular function categories, respectively. The genes were further 
classified into 57 functional groups in the three main categories (Fig. 1, Supplementary Table S1, S3).

All the predicted genes were also annotated and classified according to EuKaryotic Orthologous Groups 
(KOG) categories. A total of 15,287 genes were annotated and grouped into 25 functional categories of KOG 
(Fig. 2, Supplementary Table S2). Among the 25 functional categories, “General function prediction only” 

Table 3.  Annotation statistics for A. occidentale genome.

Number of putative protein-coding genes 31,263

Number of putative gene isoforms/transcripts 35,000

Total gene length 99,592,494 bp (99.5 Mb)

Average gene size (nt) 3185

Average number of exons/gene 5.75

Total exon length 46,432,819 bp (46.5 Mb)

Average exon length (nt) 258

GC content of exons (%) 42.01

Average number of introns/gene 4.7

Total intron length 54,613,478 bp (54.6 Mb)

Average intron length (nt) 371

GC content of introns (%) 31.98

Figure 1.  GO ontology annotation of cashew genome showing the major GO terms in each of the three 
categories of Molecular Function, Biological Process and Cellular Component. The left-hand Y-axis indicates 
the percentage of genes in a specific sub-category of each main category. The right-hand Y-axis represents the 
number of genes in a sub-category. Proportions were calculated using only the values of the major GO terms in 
each category.
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(20.80%) and “Posttranslational modification, protein turnover, chaperones” (11.04%) followed by “Signal trans-
duction mechanisms” (9.21%) categories dominated in the KOG annotation and classified. About 6.53% of the 
KOG annotated genes were categorized as “function unknown” (Supplementary Table S2).

The metabolic pathways annotations were carried out based on the KEGG database using the KEGG Auto-
matic Annotation Server (KAAS)37. The KAAS analysis first provided every submitted sequence with KEGG 
orthology (KO) identifiers and then, the metabolic pathways were identified based on the KO  number36,37. 
The KEGG pathway analysis revealed diverse pathways with “Ribosome,” “Phytohormone signal transduction,” 
“Spliceosome,” “Protein processing in ER” and “Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling pathway” 
as the five most highly represented pathways (Fig. 3, Supplementary Table S1).

In addition to coding sequences, 1361 non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) were identified in the genome assembly 
using the Infernal (v1.1.4). Of it, tRNAs (567), snoRNAs (400) and micro RNAs (225) were predominantly present 
(Supplementary Table S4). ncRNAs play a role in gene regulation at the transcriptional and post-transcriptional 
 levels57. Some ncRNAs are involved in the epigenetic regulation of gene functions, and miRNAs are one such type 
of ncRNAs. miRNAs are known to play important roles in plant development and stress  responses58. Hence, in 
recent times, focused efforts are being made for miRNA identification. However, the traditional miRNA identifi-
cation methods are reliant on RNA sequencing, miRNAs may not be captured as it is often biased towards abun-
dant transcripts and when the miRNAs are produced in a tissue and developmental stage specific  manner59,60. 
Therefore, ab initio /de novo miRNA identifications using genome sequences will complement the miRNAs 
identification processes in plant  genomes61,62.

Transcriptome sequences of shoots (SAMN21876806; SRA: SRR16095029) aligned against the draft genome 
showed an alignment of 97% (22618536 reads out of 23560975). Further, 73% (52120) of the transcripts were 
mapped to the genome with an identity of 70% and higher.

Repeat sequence identification. Analysis of the assembled genome of the  cashew tree showed that 
46.34% (165 Mb) of the genome comprised of repetitive sequences (Table 4). The analysis of composition of 
sequence repeats showed that interspersed or transposable elements were dominant (44.94% of the assembly), 
of which long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons were the  major component (19.41% of the assembly) 
(Table 4). The proportion of repetitive elements in the cashew genome is smaller compared to the 70% in Pista-
cia vera, a member of Anacardiaceae  family, draft genome suggesting that repetitive elements increase with 
an increase in genome  sizes55. However, greater proportions of long terminal repeats (LTRs) and unclassified 

Figure 2.  EuKaryotic Orthologous Groups (KOG) functional classification of cashew genome showing the 
percentage of genes in the 24 functional classes of KOG database.
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elements which are similar to that are found in the P. vera55 and other  plants63. In general, the mobility of trans-
posons and retroelements contributes to the  expansion and evolution of plant genomes and may alter gene 
expressions by epigenetic  modifications64,65. Thus, understanding the repeat sequences in genomes can facilitate 
the characterization of their role in cashew genome evolution and phenotypes.

Candidate disease resistance (R) genes. Plant defenses against most pathogens are initiated by dis-
ease resistance (R) genes. Plant genomes comprise of several R genes that encode different classes of proteins 
that provide resistance against  pathogens66. Analysis of 35,000 predicted protein sequences for resistance (R) 
genes related domains and motifs showed that 3104 proteins comprised R gene related domains (Supplementary 
Table S5). Of these, 647 R proteins contained a single domain, 1692 R proteins contained double motifs, 641 R 
proteins contained three domain types, 122 R proteins contained four domain types and two R proteins con-
tained five types of domains. Majority of the R proteins comprised TM-kinase domains (782) followed by NBS-
TM (336), Kinase (269) and other domain types (Table 5). Among the different R gene classes, Kinases (KIN) 
(33%), NBS (N) (14.5%) and Receptor Like Proteins (RLP) (13%) were dominant (Supplementary Table S5). 
These results are similar to the R genes predicted in other plants  genomes67,68.

The NBS-LRR domain is one of the most characterized domains in plant resistance against pathogens. Hence, 
genes containing the NBS-LRR, CC-NBS-LRR and TIR-NBS-LRR domains of Mango, Pistachio and Arabidopsis 
derived from DRAGO2 pipeline were compared with cashew (Supplementary Table 5). Cashew showed a lower 
number of R genes containing these domains compared to other organisms.

Figure 3.  KEGG analysis of cashew genome showing the top 25 highly represented KEGG pathways. The 
X-axis indicates the KEGG pathways and the Y-axis indicates the number of transcripts in each pathway.

Table 4.  Summary of repeat elements identified in A. occidentale genome.

Elements Number Length (bases) % of the assembly % of total repeats

DNA elements 15,790 8,457,738 2.37 5.11

LINEs 4742 3,113,630 0.87 1.88

LTRs 61,102 69,215,937 19.41 41.89

others 187,296 79,472,321 22.29 48.10

Total interspersed 160,259,626 44.94 96.97

Simple sequence repeats 95,867 3,807,279 1.07 2.31

Small RNA 213 208,766 0.06 0.13

Low complexity 19,048 964,998 0.27 0.58

Total Repeats 46.34 100
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Phylogenetic analysis, Expansion and contraction of gene families. The evolutionary relation-
ship among A. occidentale, A. thaliana, A. hypogea, O. sativa, M. domestica, M. indica, P. vera, P. deltoides and P. 
dulcis were analyzed using multiple sequence alignment of the proteins with the MUSCLE aligner. OrthoFinder 
uses an all-vs-all Diamond blast search of the proteins from the species to identify orthologous protein groups 
between species. OrthoFinder analysis showed that of 398,813 proteins from five species, 376,630 (94.44%) 
were clustered into 31,224 orthologous groups (Supplementary Table S6). Species specific groups and common 
orthologous groups in the five tree species tested are represented in the Venn diagram (Fig. 4). Pairwise genetic 
distance analysis showed that genetic distance between the A. occidentale and M. indica was the lowest (0.12) 
followed by P. vera (0.13), P. dulcis (0.38), P. deltoids (0.38), M. domestica (0.39), A. hypogea (0.39), A. thaliana 
(0.45) and O. sativa (0.59). In the phylogenetic tree, O. sativa, a monocot formed an outgroup from the dicot 
species. In the dicot species, the Anacardiaceae members M. indica, P. vera and A. occidentale formed a clade 
that is separated from clades of other dicot species (Fig. 5). Among the Anacardiaceae members, M. indica and 
A. occidentale were found to be closer compared to the P. vera, which is in corroboration with the results of the 
studies on generic relationships in Anacardiaceae species based on the 81 morphology, anatomy, palynology and 
chemotaxonomy related characters and housekeeping genes sequence data  analysis69. In phylogenetic relation-
ships, the estimation of divergence times is helpful in understanding the evolutionary lineage. The estimation of 
divergence times based on molecular data is considered an intricate activity. However, the RelTime method per-
mits the estimation of biological timescales i.e., divergence times in a straightforward and faster way, even using 
large genome data sets. In this study, the relative divergence times among the nine species were calculated using 
the RelTime method and are shown in the Fig. 5. The phylogeny provides an account of life in the past and also 
acts as a powerful predictive tool for basic and applied research in crop plants. Analysis of plant genomes pro-
vides signatures of evolutionary history in plants. Phylogenetic studies based on genomic studies allow proper 
taxonomic classification of species with ambiguity, and act as a guide for crop improvement and  conservation70.

In the analysis of expansion and contraction of gene families, according to the gamma model in CAFE5, 
1586 of the groups had a statistically significant expansion or contraction. In cashew, an expansion of 839 and 
a contraction of 23 groups was observed. This provides an inference that the gene families are evolving differ-
ently among the compared  organisms71. The KEGG pathways enriched in the 1586 orthologous groups which 
were expanding or contracting (p-value significance at 0.05) showed that flavones and flavonol biosynthesis and 

Table 5.  Prediction of R genes domains/motifs present in the proteins identified from the A. occidentale 
genome using DRAGO v.2 and Plant resistance gene database.

Domain/motif types Number of proteins Domain/motif types Number of proteins

TM-Kinase 782 CC-NBS-TM-LRR 17

NBS-TM 336 NBS-CC 17

Kinase 269 CC 15

TM-LRR 197 NBS-CC-TM-LRR 15

LRR-TM 194 CC-NBS-LRR-TM 13

LRR 166 CC-LRR-TM-Kinase 12

CC-TM-Kinase 136 NBS-CC-LRR-TM 11

TM-Kinase-LRR 130 CC-TIR 9

LRR-Kinase-TM 93 CC-NBS-LRR 5

TM 88 LRR-Kinase 5

NBS 78 NBS-Kinase 5

CC-NBS-TM 52 Kinase-TM 4

NBS-CC-TM 50 LRR-TM-TIR 3

CC-TM-LRR 44 NBS-CC-LRR 3

LRR-TM-Kinase 40 NBS-LRR 3

CC-Kinase 36 NBS-TM-TIR 3

TM-TIR 35 CC-LRR-Kinase 1

TIR 32 CC-NBS-LRR-TM-Kinase 1

CC-LRR 30 CC-NBS-TM-Kinase 1

CC-TM-Kinase-LRR 26 NBS -TM 1

CC-LRR-Kinase-TM 25 NBS-CC-LRR-TM-TIR 1

CC-LRR-TM 23 NBS-CC-TM-Kinase 1

NBS-TM-LRR 21 NBS-LRR-Kinase-TM 1

CC-NBS 19 NBS-TIR 1

CC-TM 19 NBS-TM-Kinase-LRR 1

NBS-LRR-TM 19 TM-TIR-LRR 1

NBS-TM-Kinase 19  -  -

Total number of proteins  3104
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other glycan degradation pathways were the two largest enriched groups (Fig. 6, Supplementary Table 7). The 
pathway enrichment analysis provides a mechanistic view of the gene lists derived from genome-wide data and 
it permits more insights into the biological  processes52.

Conclusions
In this study, we report for the first time a de novo assembled draft genome of A. occidentale cultivar Bhaskara by 
a hybrid assembly of Illumina reads and Oxford Nanopore reads data. The draft assembly generated is 356 Mb in 
size with a scaffold N50 length of 420 kb. The completeness of assembly analyzed using BUSCO analysis showed 
91% of genome completeness. We predicted a total of 31,263 genes coding for a total of 35,000 gene isoforms 
(transcripts) from the assembled cashew genome. Analysis of the identified protein sequences for candidate 
resistance (R) genes showed the presence of 3104 candidate R genes and Kinases as the dominant class of R 
genes in the cashew genome. The phylogenetic analyses using the single-copy orthologous genes revealed that A. 
occidentale is very close to the M. indica, which is an Anacardiaceae family tropical tree among the nine species 
compared. The genome assembly, annotation and mining of candidate R genes from the cashew genome in this 

Figure 4.  Venn diagrams displaying clusters of shared and unique orthologous gene families in the A. 
occidentale and four tree species (M. indica, P. vera, P. deltoides, M. domestica).
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Figure 5.  Phylogenetic tree of A. occidentale and nine plant species based on protein sequences of single-
copy orthologous genes. The numbers at the nodes of the phylogenetic tree show the relative divergence times 
between species calculated using the RelTime method. The scale reflects the divergence scale in terms of 
the number of substitutions per site (amino acids).
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study will be useful for the development of a large set of genome-wide markers, conducting molecular studies 
and marker-assisted breeding programs for the improvement of yield, quality and tolerances to stresses in cashew.

Data availability
Sample information and sequencing data have been uploaded on Genbank (BioProject: PRJNA766521 contains 
Whole genome data and BioProject: PRJNA766798 contains transcriptome data). Oxford Nanopore sequenc-
ing reads have been deposited at (BioSample: SAMN21850282; SRA: SRR16094803) and Illumina short reads at 
(BioSample: SAMN21850283, SAMN21850284; SRA: SRR16094803, SRR16094803). Transcriptome sequencing 
data is available at (BioSample: SAMN21876806; SRA: SRR16095029).
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